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170 Books in the LRC Christmas Tree 

Jenifer Salisbury  -  HCCO guessed correct 

 

Student Winners: Evie Mason  -  SSUD 

Runner Up: Sam Vassiliou  -  HJGA, Freya Ralfe  -  TJHA 

Staff Winner: Mr Carey 

Amelia Horsecroft  -  SGWI 

Gabija Jokubauskaite  -  TTDA 

Runner’s Up:  Maya Mitoi  -  TMBK, Evie Mason  -  SSUD 



News 

Congratulations to Sophie Pitcher & Finn Roche who have completed the 
13 by 13 Reading Challenge.  Certificates and badges have been awarded and 
their names will go into a draw at the end of the school year for a chance to win 

a £50 Amazon Voucher 
 
 

Keep reading everyone, many of you are nearly there. 
 
 

Watch this space for the next reading challenge coming on 
World Book Day 







Mrs Langley’s Book of the Month 

The case is closed. Five years ago, schoolgirl Andie Bell 
was murdered by Sal Singh. The police know he did it. 
Everyone in town knows he did it. 

But having grown up in the same small town that was 
consumed by the crime, Pippa Fitz-Amobi isn't so sure. 
When she chooses the case as the topic for her final 
project, she starts to uncover secrets that someone in town 
desperately wants to stay hidden. And if the real killer is still 
out there, how far will they go to keep Pip from the truth . . ? 



Display 

Breakfast  -  Start the day well! 



Top Ten Reads in December 

 

1. Say Her Name – Juno Dawson 

2. Wonder – R J Palaccio 

3. The Set-Up – Sophie McKenzie 

4. The Novice – Taran Matharu 

5. S.T.A.G.S – M A Bennett 

6. The Extinction Trials – Susan Wilson 

7. Once – Morris Gleitzman 

8. Angel Experiment – James Patterson 

9. 
 

Northern Lights – Philip Pullman 

10. Seven Letter Word – Kim Slater 



New additions 

The sequel to the international bestseller One of Us is Lying 
 
Welcome back to Bayview High . . . 
It's been a year since the events of One Of Us Is Lying. 
But nothing has settled for the residents of Bayview. Not now someone has started playing a 
sinister game of Truth or Dare. 
Choose truth? You must reveal your darkest secret. 
Choose dare? Well, that could be even more dangerous. Even deadly. 
When the game takes an even darker turn, suddenly no one at Bayview High knows who to 
trust. 
But they need to find out who is behind the game, before it's too late. 

The case is closed. Five years ago, schoolgirl Andie Bell was murdered by Sal Singh. The 

police know he did it. Everyone in town knows he did it. 

But having grown up in the same small town that was consumed by the crime, Pippa Fitz-
Amobi isn't so sure. When she chooses the case as the topic for her final project, she starts to 
uncover secrets that someone in town desperately wants to stay hidden. And if the real killer is 
still out there, how far will they go to keep Pip from the truth . . . ? 

12-year-old Jeff and genetically engineered spy dog Chipper are on the run from the 

mysterious and sinister government organisation knows only as The Institute. Due to a 

combination of bravery, luck and some of Chipper's more useful modifications, they've 

managed to evade their pursuers so far. But The Institute is closing in and Chipper and Jeff will 

have to be stay one step ahead if they want to stay alive.. 


